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OF POLYATOMIC MOLECULES*

Richard N. Zare t + and Dudley R. Herschbach·

Department of Chemistry and Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
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Abstract

Conventional photochemical experiments give no information about

the partitioning of energy between translational recoil and internal

excitation of the fragment molecules formed in photodissociation of a

polyatomic molecule. In a molecular beam experiment, it becomes

~ossible to determine the energy partition from the form of the

laboratory angular distribution of one of the photodissociation pro-

ducts. A general kinematic analysis is worked out in detail~ and-the

uncertainty introduced by the finite angular resolution of the appara-

tus and the velocity spread in the parent beam is examined. The..
experimental requirements are evaluated for the photolysis of methyl

iodide by the 2537 AHg line.

*Support received from the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission and the
Alfred Po Sloan Foundation is gratefully acknowledged.

tNational Science Foundation Predoctoral Fellow, 1961-64.

+Present address: Department of Chemistry, Harvard University,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02138.



Whenever a molecule is dissociated by absorbing radiation with a

wavelength shorter than that required to rupture the chemical bond,

the question arises as ~o the dis~ribu~ion of excess energy among the

fragments. Often one or more of the dissociation products are formed

in an excited electronic state, bu~ in general there is addi~ional

excess energy which must appear in some other form. In the photodis

sociation of diatomic molecules, '. all energy above the dissociation. .

threshold is transformed into kinetic energy of the recoiling atoms •.

However, for a polyatomic molecule the excess energy need not appear

solely as translational energy, and may produce a high level of

rotational or vibrational excitation of a molecular fragment.

It is evident that this initial partitioning of excess energy

between translational and internal energy could play an important

role in subsequent chemical reactions following photolysis. Quantita

tive measurement of the energy partition in the primary step of a

photochemical reaction is not feasible in ~onventional experi~ents,

hOl4ever, due to the short lifetime of the reactive initial products

and the rapid redistribution and thermalization of the excess energy

through collisions.

This paper discusses the possibility of determining the initial

energy partition by a molecular beam method, in which a collimated i

collision-free stream of molecules is crossed with a beam of the

exciting light. A kinematic analysis shows that the energy partition

often can be measured solely from the form of the laboratory angular
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distribution of one of the photodissociation products. The dependence

of the distribution on the finite resolution of the detector and the

velocity spread in the parent beam is examined for several different

cases. The photolysis of methyl iodide by the mercury 2537 ~ line is

briefly studied as a prototype system.

Angular Distribution of Products

Consider a polyatomic molecule AB which on absorbing radiation of

a known frequency dissociates into two parts,

AB E..~ A + B (1)

where A and B may be either atomic or molecular fragments. The

absorption leading to dissociation is assumed to be an elementary-

process which occurs in a single vibration of the A-B bond. Let the

energy E above the dissociation threshold of AB be partitioned into

translational energy and internal energy,

E - E + E- T I' (2)

By' conservation of linear momentum, the recoil velocities of A and B

are given by

1/2
:i.A = (2mBET/mmA)

and

1/2
~B = (2mAET/mmB)

(3a)

( 3b)

where rnA' ~ and m are respectively the masses of the A, Band AB

molecules. If A refers to the heavier particle, the velocity of A
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is less than that of B in the ratio of their masses.

The angular distribution of the photodissociation products will

be determined by the dependence of the transition probability on the

relative orientation of the molecule and the electric vector of the

light beam. The products separate rapidly enough to make negligible

the blurring effect of the original rotational motion of the A-B

molecule (except-at-the threshold'for photodissociation).l,2 Thus

for an electric dipo~e excitation with a transition moment ~' we may

evaluate the angular distribution of products in the center of mass

system simply by averaging 1~·£12 over all rotational orientations of

the molecule. In a previous treatment of the photodissociation of

diatomic molecules1
, we have~ carried out this calculation in detai,l.

Although the results are readily generalized, in order to clarify
"

certain points we shall repeat some of the main steps here.

The average over rotational orientations is conveniently formu-

lated in Euleri~~ angles ¢. which rala~a a rotating

"molecule-fixed" set of coordinate axes. xyz$ to a nonrotating "space-

fixed" system with axes parallel to specified laboratory directions.

Xyz. For both systems the origin is the center-of-mass of the A-B

molecule. The angles ~. e are ordinary polar coordinates which locate

the Z axis relative to the Z axis and XY plane, and ~ is an azimuthal

angle about the z axis. Since all orientations of the molecule 'are

equally likely,



(5)

is the (unnormalized) probability of an orientation with Eulerian

angles in the range e, CPt 1JJ to e T de, CPT dcp, 1JJ T d1JJ. If the

electric vector has direction cosines Ar along the space-fixed axes

r = X,Y,Z and the transition dipole moment has direction cosines A
g

along the molecule-fixed axes g = x,y,z, the absorption probability

is proportional to

(6)

where the angle dependent factors ~rg are the direction cosines

which describe the orthogonal transformation between the XYZ and

xyz systems (see Table I). The probability that dissociation occurs

for orientations in the range specified by (5) is thus given by

(7)

We choose the z axis of" the "molecule-fixed system along the

direction of departure of fragment A (opposite to that of B), so

that the polar coordinates which describe the angular distribution

of A in the center of mass system become identical to the Eulerian

angles a and~. The intensity which enters the range e, $ to a T de,

ep T dep is given by simply averaging (7) over 1JJ. By definition, this
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intensity is

I(6,rJ»sin6dedrj>,

where 1(6,$) is the differential cross section per unit solid angle.

(8)

In most applications, including the various cases considered

in reference I, the cross products disappear and tne icnel'al formula

(8) reduces to the average of a single squared term,

(9)

or to a sum of such terms. The FF v cross products disappear if one

of the axes, say the Z.axis, is chosen to lie along the electric

vector fo!' the case of plane...polarized light, or along the direction

of the light .beam, for unpolarized light. In the latter case, the

c:x andGy components of the electric vector are equal in magnitude

but contribute independently as they represent the resultant amplit~de

of many plane"'polarized waves with random phases" The ggV cross

products also disappear for diatomic molecules and for many transi·

tions in symmetrical polyatomic molecules for which the transition

dipole moment ~ is either parallel or perpendicular to the A-B cxts o--
Although the transition which, induces photodissociation may have

several components, cf both the parallel and perpendicular type,

again these contribute independently.

3 't
Table I gives the direction cosine elements' ~Fg which appear
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in (8) and their azimuthally averaged squares I
Fg

which appear in (9).

From these formulas angular distributions are readily evaluated for

any type of electric dipole transition. It should be noted that

Table I differs from Table III of reference 1 in that $ and ~ in the

11 11
latter are replaced by $ + 2 and 2 - ~. respectively. This change

does not affect any of the calculations of reference 1. but is

necessary to make the Eulerian angles e· and $ correspond to ordinary

polar coordinates. (Compare the discussion on p.7t reference 4. with

that on p. 108, reference 3.)

Table II gives the angular distributions for the case of indepen-

dent parallel and perpendicular transitions. The more general case. will

not be examined here. as at present we are primarily interested in

simple molecules, such as CH3I, for which this classification is

adequate. As indicated in Table II, the direction of the Z-axis has been

chosen to bring out the symmetry of the distributions, and this makes

them independent of the angle~. The cross sections peak at right

angles to the incident light beam for a parallel transition and peak

. forward and backward for a perpendicular transition.

In the kinematic analysis of the molecular beam experiment which

is carried out in later sections of this paper. it is most convenient

to put the Z-axis along the direction of the molecular beam. The cross

section formulas for this reference system are given in Table III for

various choices of the experimental geometry. The direction labelled

"preferred recoil" is the direction in which the angular distribution
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peaks in the center of mass system. The kinematic analysis shows that

the optimum arrangement should put the preferred direction of recoil

in the center of mass system transverse to the direction of the mole-

cular beam, in order to make the laboratory angUlar distribution as

sensitive as possible to the way the energy is partitioned. In Table

III the experimental arrangements which correspond to this are marked

with an asterisk, and Figure 1 shows sections of these distributions in

the XY, YZ, and XZ planes for a set-up in which the light beam is

incident along the X axis and the molecular beam along the Z axis.

In Table III the FF' cross products in (8) are absent because the

electric vector, or the direction of the light beam in the unpolarized

case, is chosen to lie along one of the coordinate axes. However, there

is some advantage in varying the orientation of the electric vector and

thereby shifting the direction in which the differential cross section

peaks, as this offers a check on the kinematic analysis of the angular

distribution. Thus we will briefly consider the formulas applicable

to this case. Without loss of generality we may suppose the electric

vector is aimed in the direction e = e in the YZ plane. Then in (8) we

and

0, Ay = sinG" and AZ =
222

I II (e, cp ) = S cpS es 0 +

cosG~ and the integration yields

(lOa)

222 2 2 2
Il.(e,~) = (C ~ + S cpC 6)S 0 - scpSeCeS0C0 + S ec 0 (lOb)

for parallel (g = z) and perpendicular (g = x) transitions, respectively.

As before, S d3notes sine and C denotes cosine. Formula (lOa) should be
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Table I. Transformation coefficients in

terms of Eulerian angles.

Direction of
Transition

Dipole

Direction of Electric Field

F = X '{

Direction cosine factors, ~Fg

z

g =x

z

S4>CIjI .. C4>CesljI

C4>se s4>se

sec1P

seSIjI

ce

Azimuthally averaged squares, I Fg

xor y

z

-}<S24> T C2 4>C 2S)

C2 4>s2e

Here sine is abbreviated by S, cosine by C.
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Table II. Differential cross section I(e) in

conter-of-mass system.

Electronic
Transition

I(e)

For polarized light with electric vector along Z-axis

II

J..

2
3cos e = 1+2P2

3 . 2e 12'"l.n = -p2

For unpolarized light incident along Z-axis

where

II

1

3 . 2e 1 P2'"l.n = - 2

3 2if< l+cos e) =

1 2
P2 =~3cos 6-1)

I:'J:I( a )sinadad.; = 4. '
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Table III. Differential cross section in center of mass system

fo~ various choices of crossed beam geometry.

Special DirectionsElectronic
Transition

Light
Beam

Electric
Vector

Preferred
Recoil

Cross Section
1(0.4»

For polarized light

II X Y Z Z
2or 3C06 8

II X or Z Y "l* 38in2esin2
4>

1 X Y Z X or yi, 3 . 2eor ~l,n

1 X or Z Y Xi, or Z ¥1..sin
2
esin

2
4»

For unpolarized light

II Z X or "{,', 3 . 20~l,n

II X "{if or Z ~1-sin2ecos2 4»

1 3 2
Z Z ~ l+cos e)

1- xir 3 2 2
X ~l+sin acos 4»

The Z-axis is along the molecular beam direction and the

cross sections are normalized to 4~.

/
I
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Fig. 1. Sections of the angular distributions in the center
of mass system for parallel (I I) or perpendicular (1)
transitions and plane polarized (along Z or Y axis) or
unpolarized (U) exciting light. The light beam is inci
dent along the X axis and the molecular beam along the
Z axis.



multiplied by i'. factor' of 3 and (lOb) by a factor of 3/2 9 to normalize

the results to 471'. In the YZ plane~ where <p =: 90°. the normalized

formulas ~educe to

(lla)

and

CUb)

as would be expected from the !'esults of Table II.

Kinematic Relations

In collisions of thermal molecules with light quanta. practically

all the linear momentum is car'l"ied by the molecule. For example. the

most probably translational momentum of a beam of CH3I molecules at

300 0 K is 4xlO..J.8 cgs/molecule. whereas for light of wavelength 2537 ~

. ..22 4
the momentum ~s only 4xlO cgs/photon. smaller by a factor of 10 •

When photodissociation occurs, the center of mass of the fragments

travels along the original direction of the parent molecular beam with

its original momentum. Since the laboratory velocity of a fragment

molecule is the vector resultant of its recoil velocity and the velocity

of t-1le pal'ent molecular beams the angular distribution of the products

in the laboratory is skewed ~owards the forward direction of the beam.

The extent of this forward displacement depends on the form of the

angular distribution of recoil vectors which~ for electric dipole,

transitions. i~J calculable from (8) or (9) t and on the ratio,



x = Ivl/lvl.,.., --
of the velocity V of the parent molecular beam to the recoil-

(12)

velocity v of the observed fragment molecule. Thus if the shape,...,

of the angular distribution observed in the laboratory proves to be

sufficiently sensitive to the kinematic parameter x. it will provide

a measure of the recoil velocity and the energy partitioning may be

determined from Eqso (2) and (3) •.

Many discussions of scattering kinematics and the transformation

between the center of mass and laboratory coordinate systems are

available. 5.6 However, the sugject is seldom considered in detail

and there appears to be no explicit treatment of several important

features. Accordingly, it seems worthwhile to give a rather detailed

treatment here.

All of the kinematic relationships follow from the velocity vector

diagrams of Fig. 2 i where

6 = laboratory angle at which product fragment is observed
o

e = corresponding angle of recoil of the fragment in a
coordinate system traveling with the center of mass
(that is, with the parent molecular beam)

V = velocity of the center of mass in the laboratory =
velocity of the molecular beam

~o : velocity of fragment in the laboratory coordinate system

;c.,= recoil velocity of fragment in the center of· mass
coordinate system.

The angles e~ ~ in the center of mass (eM) system are related to the
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x > 1

(a )

x < 1

( b )

( c)

v

Fig. 2. Velocity vector diagrams relating the center of mass
a~d laboratory systems (a) for x < It (b) for x > It and
(c) for the "edge effect" on "the "singular sphere".



laboratory (LAB) angles a • ~ by
o 0

vcose ... v = v cos6
o 0

vsin6 = v sin6
o 0

Making use of the law of cosines.

2 2 2 ... 2vVcose.v =V ... v
0

we may express e in terms of e in several ways:
0

tanS sine= cose ...0 x -.

sine sine=0 {l ... 2xcos8 x2+

and

(13a)

(13b)

(13c)

(14a)

(14b)

11 ... 2xcos e + x"2
cos6

o =
cose ... x (14c)

The inverse transformation can be readily obtained from Eq. (14c)by

squaring and rearranging it to yield a quadratic expression.

2" ~ . 26 6 2. 2_cos 0 ... ~xs~n cos ... x s~n ~
o 0

which has the roots

2_
... cos tl

o =.0.

cose = -xsin2a + coseo ... 0

, 2. 2
avl ... x s~n •

o
(15)

Hence the transformation between the laboratory angles ao. ~o and

~he center of mass angles a. ~ is completely specified in terms of

x by Eqs. (14) and (15).

For x < 1 the relation between 6 and a is one to one. as can
o

be seen from Fig. 2a. As e varies from 0 to TI. the angle a varieso
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between the same limits. The plus sign must be taken in Eq. (15) so

that e = 0 when a = 0 0o

For x > I, however, the relation is double-valued. For each

value of 0 there are two values of at corresponding to the two dif
a

ferent signs in (15). For the value of a shown in Fig. 2b -chere are
o .

two values of at deno-ced by a and S, that are determined by the forward

and backward recoil vectors v which correspond to the same laboratory

vector v 0 As e varies from 0 to n. the laboratorv angle a increaseso . - .. - - - • -., - 0

.~ *
until it reaches a maximum value e" corresponding to a • and then a

a 0

decreases to zero a~aino Thus we distinguish two b~anches,

~': ~':

a = a: 0 <: C1 < a 0 <: 6 < a» 0- 0
~': "l:

e = 13: 8 < B < 'If, a ;., a >
0 - 0-

The relationship between these branches is readily obtained from Fig.

2b; since the a and 8 recoil vectors define an isosceles triangle,

'If - (8 - e ) = C1 - 6o 0

or

s ~ 'If ~ (l + 2& 0

u
(16)

The Lransformation for the S branch Lhus can b~ expressed in terms

of that for "the a br·anch, with proper allowance for thl;i fact that 8
4~:

d8creases as C1 increaseso When ~ ~ S = e, "the laboratory angle

rea.ches i"Cs maximum e and from (16) we find
o '

.': ';,':

fj = e
o

'If
+~

2
(17)

As pictured in Fig, 2c, this relation means that the recoil velocity
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vector v is at right angles to the laboratory velocity v. Also, we
o

see that the critical angle is simply related to the kinematic para-

mater (12), as

, ,'1,

.::. = sinSx 0
( 18)

The analysis of angular distributions requires a transformation

of the differential solid angle elements in the CM and LAB systems,

dw = sinSdSd¢ and dw = sinS dS d~ •
o 0 0 0

( 19a)

By differentiating both sides of (14c), we obtain the Jacobian factor,

2 3/2
(1 + 2xcosS + x )

J(x,S) = dw/dwo = 11 + xcosel '

(1gb)dw /dw
o

J (x, e ) =
o 0

Similarly, by differentiating (15) we obtain the inverse Jacobian,

-1

= [2XCOSS + 1 + x
2

COS280 ]
-==:;:::::;;:::: •0-1"

'1 2. 2s{] x s~n
o

where the plus sign is taken for x < 10 For x > 1, the plus sign is

taken for the a branch, the minus sign for the S branch.

The total number of particles emitted into corresponding solid

angle elements must be the same in the CM and LAB systems, and there-

fore the differential cross sections are related by

1(8 ,~)dw = 1(8.~)dw.o 0 0
(20)

Accordingly. the transformation of angular distributions is given by

I(8 ,~ ) =J(x,e)I(e.~)
o 0

(21a)

and
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Note that sincs ~ ~ ~ ~ each cone a ~ constant in the C~ systemo

is transformed into a cone e ~ constant in the LAB system. In partiN
o

cular, for e = 90o~

a = a~ctan (l/x) < 90°
o

and

(22a)

(22b)

Likewise. if x < 1& obs~r-vationa on the e ~ 90° plane in the LAB
.0

system correspond in the eM systSI'il" to

e =arccos(-x) > 90° (23a)

and

(23b)

In principal these relations. toge~her with the freedom of

. adjustment of the CM angular distribution provided by (11). offer a

means to determine both the angular dependence of the photodissociation

probability and the energy partitoning.

SamEle Calculations-·of

Laborato~Angular DistrIbutions

from Fig. 1 and Table III it is seen that. for transitions which

give angular distributions in the CM system which peak at right angles

to the beam direction. only the three types of a-dependence indica~ec

in Table IV need to be considered. Also. since (23) accounts for th~



distribution in the XY plane of the CM system, we may restrict atten-

tion to the XZ and YZ planes.

The variation of the form of the laboratory angular distribution

with the kinematic parameter x is illustrated in Figs. 3 - 8 for

transitions of the three types A, B, and C. The transformation (21b)

was carried out by an IBM 7090 computer program and Figs. 3 - 8 pre-

pared directly from the computer output via a XY digital incremental

plotter.

For x = 0, when the velocity of the parent molecular beam is

negligib~e in comparison with the recoil velocity of the fragment:
!

molecule, the LAB and CM angular distributions are identical. For

x < 1, since the recoil is "fast" relative to the beam velocity, the

LAB distribution preserves the main features of the CM distribution.

As x ~ 1, it is strongly skewed toward the forward direction of the

1beam, and at x = 1, for which 6
0

= ~, no particles can appear in the

backward hemisphere of the laboratory distribution.

For x > 1, the recoil is !!slow" compared with the parent beam

velocity, and the product fragments are confined to a fo~~ard' cone of

no intensity, and within it (6
o

,'f
Outside this cone (6 > 6 ) there is

o 0
half angle *6 = arcsin (l/x).

o

< 6
o
*) both the a ana B branches of

the CM distribution contribute at each laboratory angle 6 • For x
0

larger than 2 o~ 3, the CM angular distribution is compressed into

such a small range of laboratory angles (see Figs. 9-11) that very

- little can be deduced about the form of I(6,~), especially in cases

-,
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. Table IV. Classification of angular dependence

of cross sections.

Type of
Transition

A

B

C

Dependence
on 6

• 2
6s~n

none

Definition of Conditions
Obs. Plane Sym. Light

YZ II f. y

YZ 1 Cz
xz or YZ II Uz

xz 1. Ux

YZ II Ux
xz l.. c.y
YZ .l- Ux

The Z-axis is along the molecular beam direction. The
nature of the light beam is indicated by CF, if it is plane-

polarized with the electric vector along the F-axis, or by UF,

if it is unpolarized and travelling along the F-axis.
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Fig. 3. Polar plot of laboratory differential cross sections
in the Y2 plane for a type A transition and various values
of x < 1, corresponding to "fast recoil". All plots shown
have been scaled to unit radius. To preserve normalization
among these cross-sections, the plot for x = 0.25 must be
multiplied by 1.146, the plot for x = 0.50 by 1.531 and the
plot for x = 0.75 by 2.129.
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(f)

X
<!
I

N

Fig. 4. Polar plot for laboratory differential cross section
in the YZ plane for a type A transition and various values
of x ~ 1. corresponding to "slow recoil". If the circle
is taken as unit radius. all plots must be multiplied by
2.5 to be normalized to 4n.
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(/)

x
<r
I

N

Fig. 5. Polar plot of laboratory differential cross section
in the XZ plane for a type B transition and various values
of x < 1. corresponding to "fast recoil". All plots
shown have been scaled to unit radius. To preserve
normalization among these cross-sections. the plot for
x = 0.25 must be multiplied by 1.265. the plot for
x = 0.50 by 2.346 and the plot for x =0.75 by 3.730.
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Fig. 6. Polar plot of laboratory differential cross section
in the XZ plane for a type B transition and various values
of x .::: It corresponding to "slow recoil". If the circle
is taken as unit radius t all plots must be multiplied by
3.0 to be normalized to 4w.

(f)

X
<t
I

N

X-AXIS

,\
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I

1

Fig. 7. Polar plot of laboratory differential cross section
in the XZ or YZ planes for a type C transition and various
values of x < 1, corresponding to "fast recoil". All
plots shown have been scaled to unit radius. To preserve
normalization among these cross-sections, the plot for
x = 0.25 must be multiplied by 1.384, the plot for
x = 0.50 by 2.472 and the plot for x = 0.75 by 4.396.
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(j)

X
<l:
I

N

\1

Fig. 8. Polar plot of laboratory differential cross section
in the XZ or YZ planes for a type C transition and various
values of x .;; It corresponding to "slow recoil". All
plots are normalized to 4n t if the circle is taken as unit
radius.
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for which the a and S branches both give important contributions.

The "Edge Effect" and the "Singular Sphere"

Another special feature arises for the case of slow recoil

(x > 1). *As the edge of the forward cone is approached (a ~ a ),
o 0

the laboratory solid angle-element becomes vanishingly small

(dw ~ 0), as may be seen from (l7)-(19) and in Figs. 2c and 9, ando

the Jacobian factor J(x,a) in (21a) becomes infinite. Near the singu-

*lar point, a = a + oa, the transformation relations may be expanded,

and

J(x,a)
x2 _ 1

=-""o-::a- + ••• (24a)

(24b)

or
.-.

I(e ,. ) = (x2 _ 1) I(a~,.)
o 0 oa . + ••• (24c)

Thus, unless the CM angular distribution becomes vanishingly small as

* ~a ~ e , the LAB distribution will exhibit a singularity as a ~ e ".
o 0

Examples appear in Figs. 4, 6, 8 and 9. We refer to this as the "edge

effect", since it arises because at e = a the laboratory obs=rver
o 0

is viewing the CM angular distribution "edge on".

As this situation occurs whenever the LAB and CM velocity vectors

are perpendicular, as pictured in Fig. 2c. the locus of all such

recoil vectors defines a "singular sphere" with the beam velocity V

as a diameter. How much of this sphere is accessible depends solely on
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Fig. 9. Example of the "edge effect". For x = 1.5, the
angular distribution between 84° and 159° in the center
of mass system is compressed into a range of only 10°
in the laboratory system.
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the possible values of the kinematic parameter x, according to (17)

and (18), and those portions of the CM recoil spectrum which lie

near the singular sphere are he~vily weighted in the LAB distribution.

The edge angles are shown as functions of x in Figs. 10 and 11, which

are from reference 6.

Figs" 4 and 5 illustrate how the laboratory angular distribution

changes as the transition is made from "fast" to "slow" recoil. In

Table V are given the angle of maximum laboratory intensity, a (max),o

and the angle, a (90°), which corresponds to the peak of the CM
o

'I: *
distribution at a = 90°. The critical angles a and a are also

o

shown as a function of x. The angle e (max) is found from Eq. (21a)
o

and e (90°0 from Eq. (14). For 0 < x < 1 we see that the angle at
o

its maximum does not coincide with e ·(90°) but is displaced from
o

e (90°) several degrees in the forward direction. This shift in the
o

intensity maximum towards the beam direction, which is due to the

Jacobian factor J(x,e) in Eq. (2la) is noticeable even for x < 1 and

is the precursor of the "edge effect". For x =1, the CH distribution,

?
proportional to sin-a, has a vanishingly small intensity near the

~',

critical angle e and there is no singularity in the laboratory cross-

section. The shape of the laboratory angular distribution still

resembles the CM distribution although it is strongly skewed forward.

For x = 1.25, the LAB distribution still reveals a large part of the

lobe of the sine function before the edge singularity sets in.

However, as x increases, this is soon swallowed up, and the LAB



Table V: Special angles in Figures 4 and 5

,.~ ,'r
X e (90 0 ) 6 (max) e a

0 0 0

0.00 90.0° 90.0° • • • • • •
0.25 76.0° 65.5° • • • • • •

0.50 63.,+0 1:;1 00 • • •V4':''; • • •

0.75 53.1° 44.1° • • • • • •
l.00 45.0° 39.2° 90.0° 180.00

1.25 38.7° 53.1° 53.1° 143.1°

.. 1 0 50 33.7° 41 0 8° 41.8° 131.8°

1 0 75 29.8° 34.9° 34.9° 124.9°
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distribution becomes practically a spike at the edge angle, e = eo ,0

If only a single value of the kinematic parameter x were

involved j the edge effect would enable a sharp measurement of x,

and hence the partitioning of energy. to be obtained from the L~B

angular distribution. However~ there may be a considerable spread

in values of x, corresponding to the velocity distribution in the

molecular beam and the recoiling fragments. As illustrated later,
~,

this can produce a range of e values much broader than the geo
o

metrical resolution and thereby drastically blur out the edge

singularity.

Geometrical Resolution

In measuring the angular distribution in the laboratory, the

differential angular distribution is never observed, but rather its

average over the geometrical resolution of the apparatus:

1(e ,cP ) =
o 0

rct>o+!.Irpo

Jep -t:.epo 0

f

e +t.e
o °sine de d4J

000

6 -t.6
o 0

(25)

For "fast" recoil the averaging over the geometrical resolution

expressed by Eq. (25) very slightly smooths out the form of the

angular distribution. For "slow" recoil the effect of this finite
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angular resolution is to round off the ~dge singularity, leaving a

spike or bump in the angular distribution where the singularity

occurred. The magnitude of this spike will depend critically on the

geometrical resolution of the apparatus and the velocity spread of

the recoiling fragments.

In molecular beam scattering experiments the geometrical resolu-

tion is usually determined by the dimensions of the reaction zone

7.8
rather than the width of the detector.· In a typical crossed-

beam experiment9 the area of the reaction zone is about 1 cm2 and the

detector is mounted about 10 em away. thus the reaction zone subtends

a solid angle of about 0.01 steradians at the detector. (By compari

son, the area of a typical hot wire detector9 is O.OOSxl cm2 • so at a

-S .distance of 10 cm it would subtend only 5xlO sterad~ans at the

scattering center.) For the initial attempts at beam studies of

photodissociation of halogen compounds, a film detector which is

. 10 11chemically specific to halogen atoms appears to be a likely cho~ce. '

however, the area of the reaction zone will probably remain the limiting
L

factor in determining the resolution.

To illustrate separately the blurring effect of imperfect geomet-

rical resolution, we will evaluate Eq. (25) assuming that the velocities

of the parent molecular beam and the recoiling fragment are fixed. We

take ~eo and A~o as constants, approximately equal to half of the

angular height and width of the reaction zone, respectively. The

calculation would be the same if the reaction zone were a point source
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and the detector dimensions were 2~e by 2~~ ; and our comments will
o 0

refer to this case since it is simpler to describe. Thus, we regard

the denominator of Eq. (25).

~n = 4~~ sin~e sine ,
o 0 0 0

as the effective solid angle subtended by the detector at the reaction

source. The numerator of Eq. (25) is most easily evaluated by trans-

forming to the eM coordinate system. For the differential cross-

sections I(6,~) given in Table lIlt the integration can be performed

analytically and the kinematic parameter x only enters via the limits

of integrationo

For "slow recoil" both the a and 13 branches contribute to the

laboratory angular distribution. The limits of integration are given

by

4>2 = <Po + M> ' 6
2 = 6 + ~oo· 0 0

<PI = ~o ~<P • 6
1 = 6 l\O

0' 0 0

and

] 2 - - 1a21 -l[ - "1' :x c-:-)~;:1. (j2
13 = cos 2xcos6

2
+ ...-:_~~~-

2.) -/1- ;2sin202J

(26a)

(26b)

(27a)

~llcos 2xcosOl
(27b)

\

In Eqso (27) the plus sign refers to the angle a and the minus

sign to the angle So The averaged laboratory angular distribution
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where the minus sign in Eq. (28) ariseo from tho fact
.". .....

that da II ==

. I

Eq. (28) io only valid p~ovidod ~hnt tho leading edgo of tho de
R

tector. located at 6 ·v be ) has not roached 6
0

, When the leadingo 0

* i' ~edge reaches e • that ia. when the dotocto~ s oentered at e - AS •
. 0 0 0

.-
the intensity of the scattered particles attains its maximum. As the

detector passes thro~gh the singularity. the leading portion of the .

detector moves outside the forward scattering oone and no particles

can reach it. The limits of intogration in E~. (28) must then be
. R

changed appropriately by replacing a2 and al bye. The value of E~.

(28) thus decreases as tlle detector moves pa3t the sinBUlarity. When

the trailing edgo of tha detector finally reaches the location of.
il

the singularity~ a l and a2 both become equal to e and the integrals

in Eq. (26) vanish.

An IBM 7090 computer progrc~ has been prepared which integrates

the differential cross scctions of type At B~ or C ovor tho reaolution

widths and plate the resultant laboratory angular distributional

Fig. 12 illustrates the results for x ~. 1.25 and 1.50 and a type B
, .'

transition. F~solution widtho betwoon lO • 4° should be feasible in
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practice. The solid line gives the cross-section for infinite geo

metriGal resolution. As could be anticipated from Figs. 4, 6. and

8, the larger the magnitude of x. the more p~nounced is the spike.

Although the finite angular resolution rounds off the singularity,

if only one value of x were significant in an experiment. the

resultant spike ,or bump l'1ould still be a prominent featuro of the

laboratory ~,gular diatribution of dissociation fragments,

Velocitl. E!6.tribu~i0E.~~ .!:!2.lec~lax:~

~ ~~.?iling ~ragments,

The previous discussion haa been restricted to fixed values of

the molecular beam velocity V and tho recoil velocity v~ and hence

only one value of x. In practice, however, there will be a spread in

x due to the velocity distribution in the parent molecular ~eam and

the distribution in recoil velocities of the fragments. The latter

distribution arises from the slope of the repulsive potential curve

and the bandwidth of the exciting light beam. A~ mentioned before,

this spread in x will cause further "blunting" of tho edge singularity.

Unless the intensi~y ia sufficient to permit ~he luxury of velocity

selec~ionf which would reduc~ ~h~ signal about ~wo orders of magnitud~f

this blurring will make tha edge effect ~nobservable. We shall examine

more'c16se~y the conditions necessary for ita appearance,

For a highly monochromatic light source, such as an atomic line,

the variation of x will be due prin.arily to the molecular beam velocity
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distribution. The generalization of the previous results for this

case is quite straightforward. We denote the normalizod velocity

distribution of the molecules in the ov~·: by fCV) so that the pro-

bability of finding a molecule with its velocity between V and

V + dV is given by f(V)dV. The velocity distribution of the bea~

emerging from the oven will be Vf(V). but the volocity distribution

in the reaction zone will be again fey). since the faster molecules

spend less time in the reaction zone than the slower ones by the

velocity factor V. To obtain the laboratory angular distribution.

we must average Eq. (25) over the velocity distribution:

ITa .4>'j
o 0

1~'¥t:V)I( e .4' )dV
o 0 0

:-

f:f(V)dV

(29)

We shall assume a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution given by

(36)

where y = Ivi/ial is the ratio of the beam velocity V to the most

probable velocity a. It will be convenient to introduce the para-

meter x which is given by the ratio of the most probable velocitya

a to the recoil velocity v:

x = lal/lvi.a

Let us suppose the molecular beam is velocity-selected about the

most probable velocity.::t. For "slow" recoil the laboratory distribution
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'*will be peaked about e corresponding to arcsin (l/x ). There willo
,

still be an. experimental spread in the beam velocity and thus in x.

We define the parameter t as tho percentage variation of the beam

velocity about a. Then the velocity-solocted LAB distribution is

obtained by.modifying Eq. (29) to read

(31)

Eq. (31) haa been evaluated by a computer program for different

values of £. Fig. 13 shows the results for a typo B transition and

4typical values of a = 1.BxlO em/sec andxa = 1.25. As tho velocity

spread increases. the bump in the neighborhood of the singularity-is

rapidly smoothed out. A similar study for x =1.50 shows that thea

edge effect is more persistant. but disappears for t • + 10%. Con--
sequently. even a rather small velocity spread about tho nominal

velocity removes the edge effect. even if tho angular resolution of.

the experiment is sharp.

Even if it wera feasible to velooity select tho beam with

t = + 2.5%. the li~ht source must in general be highly monochromatic •..
For a molecule with closely spaced rotational levol. (significantly

populated at the molecular beam temperature) a spread in the energy

E of the light will b. rQfleoted by a sproad in the translational .
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(32)

For example. a 1 A spread in the 2537 A line (medium pressure mercury

-1arc) corresponds to an energy uncertainty of 15.5 em in ~ET' If

the observed fragment is about 10 times heavier than its fragment

partner. by Eq. (31) there will be a spread in the recoil velocity of

3 4
about 1.8xlO em/sec. For an average a of 1.8xlO em/sec this is

comparable to e: = + 10%. and the edge effect would be washed out.

In fact. under beam conditions one will probably have to work with a

rather broad pumping source to produce a sufficient number of photo-

dissociation fragments for detection. Thus these calculations

demonstrate that in practice the edge effect will be unobservable.

Fortunately, the "slow recoil" case which we have been consider-

ing up to now is only likely to obtain for photodissociation near ~he

1threshold. Irradiation at energies appreciably above the threshold

will usually produce "fast recoil" fragments, with velocity well

above that of the parent beam. For this case. the velocity averaged

angular distribution usually bears a close resemblance to that· for

the most probable kinematic parameter. x. This was confirmed by
a

evaluating Eq. (29) with the full Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for

various values of x < 1; the results for I(e .~ ) were quite si~ilar
a 0 0

to I(e .~ ) for the fixed velocity V =a. but were somewhat broader
o 0

and were shifted a few degrees in the forward direction. Thus. for

cases with x < 1. the partitioning of energy in photodissociation
a

can be determined without recourse to velocity selection.
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The Photolysis of Methyl Iodide
~ - ._ ..:~.-- __ flO. oW ...~_

The two major problems associated with measuring tho energy

partition in the photodissociation of a beam of polyatomic molecules

are those of dissociating a reasonable number cf molecules per second

with radiation of well-defined energy and of finding a method of

detecting one of the scattered fragments. Thei~problems are of

cou~se related in that the smaller the rate of dissociation or the

molecules in the beams the greater the sensitivity requirements of tqe
[~ ~i

detector. We have made some simple order of magnitude calcLlations tQ

determine what combination of detector and light source is necessary to

measure the energy partition under beam conditions o

We shall limit ourselves to considering the photolysis of methyl

iodide~ al~hough many of the estimates are applicable to other mole-

cular systems" Methyl iodide is chosen for study as a prototype case

since its photochemistry is relatively well~known and it has often been

used as a source of lihot" methyl radicalso 12

When methyl iodide absorbs radiation in the region of its ultra-

violet continuum the molecule undergoes a primary dissociation. yield-

ing predominangly methyl radicals in the ground electronic state and

iodine atoms in the first excited state~

This process requires 76 kcal/mole (54 kcal/mole to rupture the ~-I

bond and 22 kcal/mole LO excite the iodine atom) corresponding to
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o
3800 A, so that excess energy will be available when CH31 is

dissociated.at wavelengths below 3800 A. For example at 2537 R.
near the maximum of the methyl iodide continuum,l3 36 kcal/mole of

excess energy will be distributed between the two dissociation frag-

ments. If all of the excess energy were to appear as t~anslational

energy. the lighter methyl radical would carry away 32 kcal/mole and
?

the heavier iodine atom 4 kcal/mole to conserve linear momentum. cOn

the other hand. all the excess energy may be found in the internal.

degrees of fre~dom of the methyl radical. Thus the "hot" methyl

radical in either case must carry away at least 32 kcal/mole of the

excess energy.

It has been shown by MUllikenl4 und recently by Herzberg
l5

that

absorption by CH
3

I of the intense 2537 X Hg line corresponds to a

1 + 1perpendicular transition from the ground state ~ (Al ) to one of

the components of the excited repulsive state 3rr (3E). For a beam of

unpolarized light a type B transition would result. for which we have

worked out several examples. If the photodissociation products

separate with more than a few kcal/mole of translational energy. as

might be expected above the dissoc,:ation threshold. then the detection

of the heavier fragment (iodine atom) is preferable since its angular

distribution is more strongly affected by the degree of energy

•. . 9
part~t~on~ng.

If we -can assume Beer's law behavior
1 10

o =ncr log T • (33)
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it is simple to calculate the m.;mbsr of iodine atoms that might

reasonably be expected in dissociating a beam of methyl iodideQ In

Eqo (33) n is tho number of moleculos/ee. d is the thickness of the

abcorbing gas in em and I and I ara the intenGity of tho inoidento
o

and transmitted light, roopectivolyo At 2537 A. the molar extinotion

13 -1 -1coefficient of methyl iodide is 300 (moles/liter) cm ,corres-

-10 2p.onding to an ab~;'':'i''''ption cross sl3ction ,of 4xlO om 0 In order to

moet tho conditions for crfusivQ flow, a molClcular beam or CHaI is

limited to about 10
13 moloCUleG/cm3~ The dimonsions of th. reaotion

zone should be choGi€ln to mn:ldmize the path longth of the light 0 For

2537 Xradiation paasing through a 1 em x 1 em x 0 0 5 om reaction zono,

Eqo (33) sholi,'s that tho light will b~ attonuated to thl!l oxtent of

.. 6
SxlO 0 ThuD tho numb~r of photons abcorbod, whioh 1m oquivalont to

the numbor of molaculcs diGsociatod, is giv~n by

..6
I . I = SxlO I Qo 0

At 2537 ~. 1 watt of radiated power cor-roaponda to 1025KI018 photons/soe

so that a 1 watt light source would producQ 6xl012 iodine atoms/ace;

and a 00 1 watt source. 6)(10
11 ~~""~~~d'l1l~ atoma/seco This may bo comp~red

to the successful crossed beam reaction9

K + CH
3

I ~ KI + CH30

Under vary similar conditiona, only lxl011 molcculo~/soo of KI fly

out of the reaction zona but this is ~ufficiQnt for detoction by surface

ionizationo

We shall reviow the available light sources and then examine

"
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possible halogen atom detectors. Dr. R. M. Martin has studied this

problem in detail and we shall surr~arize some of his findings.

Low pressure Mercury lamps using Vycor envelopes16 could provide

predominantly 2537 Xradiation at an intensity of 1016 _ 1017

photons/sec in the reaction zono. All other sources require some

form of filtering. Near ultraviolet absorbers17 used in conjunction

with a Vycor plate can isolate a band 400 Awide (2600 - 2200 ~) and

possibly a band 200 Awide (i.e. 2500 - 2300 ~). but the peak trans

mission of such a filter would be of the order of 20 - 50% depending

on the bandwidth. The major advantage of this type of filter over an

interference filter is that the latter requires a collimated light

beam. The maximum continuous intensity would be obtained with the

Shannon 700/J light source18 used with an absorption filter. If a

filter with an average transmi5sion of 10% in the 2500 - 2300 Aregion

were used. it is estimated that only 0.05 watts could be obtained in

the reaction zone. Higher intensities. could be achieved in principle I'

by flashing compact arc Xenon-Mercury lamps.19 An estimated 75 watts

for 10-4 seconds might be achievable using an fll monoohromat~r. but

the construction of an apparatus with suoh a flash light source and

monochromater would be a formidable task,

Either chemical or electronic deteotors could be used with contin-

uous photolysis, whereas flash photolysis would require an electronic

detector with a short response time, T, A. Milne and P, W. GilleslO

have used a tellurium film as a detector for fluorine atoms. The



film was about a monolayer thicK. L~~1014atoms/cm2. If ono neods to

remove 10% of the film for dovalopmcnt.l~ approximately 4xl013 iodine

2
atoms/em must impinge upon the detector. If a minimum dieoociation

11 ' -3rate of 6xlO molecules/sec wore achieved and if 10 of these atoms

struck a 1 cm2 chemical detec't:or 0 about 6,0 hours would be required

for an experiment. Further investigation of this type of detector

would be required to evaluate ~ha performance of this detector in the

presence of methyl radicals and excess methyl iodide.

The development of a surface ionization detector which would pro-

ducs negative halogen ions is an attractive possibility because it

would have short response time and would be specific for species with

a high electron affinity. This ~quireG a material with a suitably

low work function. Kilpatrick 20 haa suggested lanthanum hexaboride,

LaB6, which ~as a work functi~n of 2.86 evbetween 1000 a 1500oC.

The electron affinity of iodine is about 3.2ev so that the detector

might be expected to produce negative iodine

efficiency. However, at this temperatura the~e would be considerable

thermionio emission and a moans mUf,jt be proVided fOl:4-·di-otinguishing

between the negative ions and elootrons.

Recently. universal molcbulu%' boamdetectora ~mploying eleotron

bombardment ioni~ation, i~n mUltiplication. and mass speotroscopy

21 22 .have been developed • wnioh can a$~ect the order of 0.1 to 1% or
a beam, at densities as low as lOS mOleouies/~ec/cm2. in a background

of gas at 10..6 mm Hg. This btlattl dendtywouldcorrespond to a signal
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-14 .~
of only about 2xlO amps for complete ionization of the boamo

Provided that interfering signals could be reduced below this level

by strong pumping and trapping. such a detector should permit beam

studies of photodissociationo

From these order of magnitude estimates we conclude that beam

studies of the photodissociation of polyatomic molecules which

contain an alkali atom appear feasible. For these, we expect that

conventional light sources and available surface ionization detec-

tors would be adequate. However, the photochemistry of such compounds

is poorly known. Beam studies of the photodissociation of other

polyatomic molecules are probably al~o possible. hut would demand

a formidable investment in instrumentation.
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This report
sponsored work.
mISSIon, nor any

was prepared as an account
Neither the United States,
person acting on behal f of

of Government
nor the Com
the Commission:

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness,
or usefulness of the information contained in this
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report
may not infringe privately owned rights; or

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of,
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in
this report.

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor.




